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Abstract—Big data systems are being increasingly adopted by
the enterprises exploiting big data applications to manage datadriven process, practices, and systems in an enterprise wide
context. Specifically, big data systems and their underlying
applications empower enterprises with analytical decision
making (e.g., recommender/decision support systems) to optimize
organizational productivity, competitiveness, and growth.
Despite these benefits, big data applications face some challenges
that include but not limited to security and privacy, authenticity,
and reliability of critical data that may result in propagation of
false information across systems. Data provenance as an
approach and enabling mechanism (to identify the origin,
manage the creation, and track the propagation of information
etc.) can be a solution to above mentioned challenges for data
management in an enterprise context.
Data provenance
solution(s) can help stakeholders and enterprises to assess the
quality of data along with authenticity, reliability, and trust of
information on the basis of identity, reproducibility and integrity
of data. Considering the wide spread adoption of big data
applications and the needs for data provenance, this paper
focuses on (i) analyzing state-of-the-art for holistic presentation
of provenance in big-data applications (ii) proposing a bioinspired approach with underlying algorithm that exploits
human thinking approach to support data provenance in
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). The proposed ‘Think-andShare Optimization’ (TaSO) algorithms modularizes and
automates data provenance in WSNs that are deployed and
operated in enterprises. Evaluation of TaSO algorithm
demonstrates its efficiency in terms of connectivity, closeness to
the sink node, coverage, and execution time. The proposed
research contextualizes bio-inspired computation to enable and
optimize data provenance in WSNs. Future research aims to
exploit machine learning techniques (with underlying algorithms)
to automate data provenance for big data systems in networked
environments.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, the provenance of an object or data includes
information about the ownership, source, transformation and
evolution of data or object during their life span [1]. The term
data provenance, as per the Encyclopedia of Database
Systems, formally refers to „a record trail that accounts for the
origin of a piece of data (in a database, document or
repository) together with an explanation of how and why it got
to the present place [33].

Provenance of data have been proven as a useful
technique–optimizing visibility and transparency of the data–
to enhance traceability of errors back to their root cause(s)
during data analytics and processing [34]. In big data systems,
provenance information enhances the data trustworthiness
(identification of data sources) and support data compliance
(policies for data processing), to ensure accountability and
compliance [2]. In data-centric systems and applications,
preserving the security and privacy of data are of central
importance to avoid the exploitation or misuse of critical data
[25, 35]. Critical data or specifically security critical data can
be diverse that can range from personal information of users
[35] to security features of systems such as access control
usage control decisions and data forensics [25].
The characteristics of big-data systems such as size and
magnitude of data, distributed users, and heterogeneous
platforms poses some serious challenges to data provenance.
Further, big-data applications are usually dynamic and
heterogeneous by nature. They involve many components
provided by various vendors which must be integrated
together to develop and operate the system. Therefore, tracing
the provenance of an object in big data including the
collection of evidences and data from various sources to
determine the causes and effects is very difficult [3]. Many of
big-data applications rely on Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) for their common activities to process and transmit
data among applications [7]. A WSN consists of many small
and low-cost sensor nodes. The nodes in WSNs have different
limitations such as energy, processing capabilities, small
communication range, small sensing range, and storage
capabilities. These characteristics make the data transmitted
across WSNs exposed to various threats. This signifies the
need for a mechanism that can enhance the reliability of data
collected from WSNs by assessing their trustworthiness. This
paper addresses the challenge of node trust in WSNs that
transmit large amount of data in an enterprise context. The
primary question to be answered by this research is: How
nodes that process, generate, and consume large size of data in
WSNs can be trusted to maintain the integrity of data?
This paper reviews the current situation with regards to
big-data provenance. It focuses on how to apply data
provenance in WSNs and gain nodes trust with minimum
memory usage and reduced packets size. This paper also
proposes a solution to the aforementioned problems by
applying data provenance in WSN systems. Data provenance
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can help support data integrity, ultimately enhancing data
security in networked systems [34] to improve the security.
However, enhanced security measures need high computation
and storage resources that represent the challenge for big data
systems. The proposed contributions of this research are:

 Reusability and Reproducibility. It can be used to
verify, compare, and repeat results.

 Exploiting bio-inspired approach to support data
provenance in WSNs in the context of enterprise scale
systems.

 Benchmarking. It can be used to identify and analyze
performance, compute performance metrics, and test the
ability to exploit commonalities in data and processing.

 Developing a novel algorithm named Think and Share
Optimizations (TaSO) that modularizes and automates
nodes‟ selection process inspired from human
collaboration in education.

Being an important area for data quality and authenticity,
the application of data provenance has received an increasing
attention in research [8]. It is a well-known topic in the fields
of database management systems, workflow management
systems, and distributed systems communities [9, 10].
However, applying data provenance in big data is a fairly new
trend that involves continuing development for provenanceaware systems. Therefore, most of the existing studies on data
provenance in big-data applications are exploratory [2, 3, 4, 5,
and 7], descriptive [11], or case-based research [12]. For
example, studies from [13], [14], and [15] focus on the general
conceptualization and definition of data provenance, as well as
its importance, challenges, and applications. Further, many
previous studies explored the business benefits, such as [16,
17]. The problem of security and privacy encountered in
provenance management also received an increasing attention
[2, 18, 19].

We have evaluated the proposed solution and its
underlying algorithms bases on test-case strategy. Results of
the evaluation demonstrate algorithmic efficiency in terms of
connectivity, closeness to the sink node, coverage, and
execution time.
The paper is structured as follow: Section 2 provides an
overview of big data provenance. Section 3 summarizes the
state-of-the-art with a holistic presentation of provenance in
big data applications. Section 4 discusses our proposed
solution for data provenance in WSNs. Section 5 presents the
bio-inspired algorithm as a modular solution for data
provenance in WSNs. Section 6 presents the experimental
results of evaluation Section 7 presents some threats to the
validity of proposed solution with conclusions and dimensions
of future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK ON BIG-DATA
PROVENANCE
Data provenance is a well-known research area within
database and data mining. It considers the problem of
identifying the origin, the creation, as well as the propagation
processes of data [4]. It may be defined as the process of
detecting the lineage and the derivation of data and data
objects [5]. The execution environment of transformation
such as the library versions, operating systems, and the nodes
responsible for excusing the transformation may also be
considered as provenance data [3].
Data provenance is an essential component in a various
areas such as: database management systems, workflow
management systems, distributed systems, and debugging ICT
systems [4]. In the case of security violations, a system
administrator should be able to identify the origination of the
error, in addition to its causes and impacts [6].
In the literature (see for example [3, 5, and 7]), a number
of advantages for applying provenance data can be obtained
from different resources in several areas including:
 Business Domain. Data provenance can provide
stakeholders an integrated vision of valuable historical
data from multiple sources.
 Data Quality. Data provenance can be utilized to assess
the reliability and trust of data.
 Audit Trail. It can be used to trace audit trails for error
detections and debugging.

 Informational. The provenance meta-data can be used to
query data for discovering and browsing historical data.

Although big data provenance has been increasingly
gaining attention, it is still in an early stage of maturity.
Majority of the existing research on big data provenance
focused on the application of data provenance on big data [3],
exploring the challenges of capturing, analyzing, visualizing
big data provenance, and identifying future research
directions. Further, a number of studies are focused on
capturing and modeling provenance, visualizing [20], and
mining provenance data [13]. Despite the fact that those works
provided a considerable contribution to the advancement of
data provenance utilization onto big data, the size,
heterogeneity, complexity, and overhead computation and
storage remain significant challenges.
This section highlights some of the contributions in bigdata provenance. In [4] the author highlighted the problem of
collecting and analyzing provenance in big data. The study
reviewed a number of studies in this area in an attempt to
present the-state-of-the-art. This was followed by the
provision of an overview of 14 research issues and challenges
of provenance within big data in which the author highlighted
potential future research directions. Similarly, Glavic [3]
highlighted the need for provenance in big data. The author
argued that without provenance information, it is impossible
for a user to understand the relevance of data, estimate its
quality, investigate unexpected or inaccurate results, and
define meaningful access control policies. Glavic then
examined how Big Data bench-marking could benefit from
provenance information. Simmhan et al. [7] created a
taxonomy of data provenance techniques, and applied a
classification to existing studies in the area. It aimed to help in
building scientific and business management systems in order
to understand the designs of existing provenance systems. The
taxonomy is focused on categorizing provenance studies based on
their intentions, contexts, provenance storage and propagation.
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III. RELATED WORK ON DATA PROVENANCE APPLICATIONS
A number of studies focused on data provenance
utilization within a specific context of big-data applications.
This section explores some of the recent applications of data
provenance including social media, E-science, cloud
computing.
A. Social Media
In the today's ubiquitous influence of social-media‟s
contents and activities, information credibility has
increasingly become a major issue [13]. Correspondingly, the
identification of false information and rumors circulation in
social-media environments attracted a considerable recent
research and interests [20]. A number of studies attempted to
address the lack of information credibility in social media
through data provenance. Although information diffusion in
social media networks has received an increasing attention
[21], there is limited works on the reverse process of
information diffusion, information provenance [22].
In [13] the author developed a web-based tool for
collecting a number of attributes of interest associated with a
social-media user. It provides a technique to effectively
combine different attributes from different social-media sites
into a single user profile. The tool was evaluated using
different types of Twitter and Facebook users. In the case of
further provenance attributes are needed, the tool offers best
possible URL (Uniform Resource Locator) to help for further
findings. Although, the contribution of this work provides
helpful user-profile metadata, it lacks other essential
provenance information including paths and sources. The
study in [23] considered seeking the provenance of
information for a few known recipients. To achieve this there
is a need to find the provenance paths first. Therefore, the
study attempted first to explain propagation processes from
the sources to the P-nodes. It also includes information of the
nodes responsible for retransmitting information through
intermediaries. In [24] a method was developed that integrate
provenance data on two levels; a low-level through
information cascades, and a high-level through similaritybased clustering.
B. Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is still at an early level of maturity and it
is still evolving in which provenance is yet to be fully
implemented. A recent attention has been devoted to this
aspect. They explored the challenges of implementing
provenance in the cloud environment as in [25 and 26]. In
[25] the authors highlighted the challenge of collecting and
merging provenance information from a dynamic environment
in which resources are independence; for example, different
domains (scientific, business, database), different platforms
(windows, Linux), and various applications. Further,
computation and storage overhead also presents another
challenge [26]. In [27] a framework named CloudProv was
developed. It aimed to integrate, model and monitor data
provenance in cloud computing environments. CloudProv was
based on a method that allows users to model the collected
provenance information to continuously obtain and monitor
such information to be utilized for real-time applications.
Oruta [28] developed a privacy-preserving auditing

mechanism. It supports data sharing in untrusted cloud
environments. The proposed mechanism makes use of
homomorphism authenticators that allows third parties
auditors to check the integrity of the shared data from a certain
user group, without the need for accessing all data.
C. E-Science
Provenance in e-Science is studied comprehensively see
for example [7, 29, 30]. The research in e-Science provenance
has focused on the process of capturing, modeling, and storing
provenance information. It uses provenance for various
purposes within the scientific domains. Publications and
Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) are common examples of
provenance [7]. The Geographic information system (GIS)
standards advise that metadata about the quality elements of a
dataset should include a description of its lineage. This can
help users to decide if the dataset meets their requirements [2].
D. Provenance in Wireless Sensor Networks
Typically, all nodes have sensing, limited data processing,
and communicating capabilities. Unlike wired computer
networks, the nodes of WSNs are often resource-tightened and
deployed in an unprotected environment [31]. Further,
communications in WSNs depend upon multi-hop wireless
signal relays. These unique characteristics make data
transmitted across WSNs exposed to threats. Therefore, there
is a need for a mechanism that can enhance the reliability of
the data collected from WSNs by assessing their
trustworthiness. Provenance is a mechanism of trust and
reputation evaluation which can enhance the security of
networks [32]. Network information is crucial for seeking
provenance information [1]. There are two main approaches:
First, the use of available information to search the
provenance directly. It is suitable in cases that all recipients
are known for particular information. The second approach is
to detect the flow of information propagation from origins to
all known recipients. It can be suitable in cases of small
number of recipients [1].
IV. WSN MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
WSNs consist of a set of nodes S forming a connected
network that can be represented by a graph G (V, E), where V
is the nodes and E are the links in the graph. E represents the
connectivity of each node, communication range sr, in the
graph G. In addition, a node might be able to sense its
surroundings with a sensing range ss. the sensing model in this
context is considered as a binary model where any target falls
within the sensing range of a node will be detected (1) and
otherwise the node will report undetected (0). A node could
work on one of two modes sensing or routing. During the
sensing mode, a node is responsible for sensing the
environment and sending its findings to its neighbor towards a
sink node. In this case, the node is considered as a source node
in the network. The sink node is considered as one of the
powerful nodes that could handle the received messages from
all of the source nodes. The second mode of a node is the
routing mode where a node works only as a router that
forwards the received nodes from its neighbors.
We assume a WSN with a set of source nodes S distributed
in the networks and another set of routing nodes Sr. Nodes,
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either sources or routers; have different limitations such as
energy, processing capabilities, small communication range,
small sensing range, and storage capabilities. At the same
time, they are usually deployed in unattended areas in which it
is exposed to multiple threats such as packet injection or node
capturing. Therefore, data provenance is a must especially for
critical WSNs such as the ones used for battle field or
healthcare monitoring. However, it is not appropriate that
nodes keep track of each and every packet with accumulated
route, especially in a large scale WSN. Thus, the focus of this
paper is on how to apply data provenance in such networks
and gain nodes trust with minimum memory usage and
reduced packets size.
The second problem that this paper handles is the nodes
trust. As stated before, nodes in a WSN is prone to failure as
well as attacks; so, the question is how nodes in such network
can be trusted? We consider three parameters that could help
in nodes trust which are nodes availability, nodes neighbors‟
opinion, and node‟s drop rate. Although these parameters
could form a satisfying trust model for a sensor node, this
information could be uncertain. Therefore, another issue that
needs to be considered is the parameters uncertainty.

initialization phase; however, in the subsequent phases, these
parameters are captured for trust evaluation.
The non-availability parameter means how much time a
node is turned off compared to the total time that it supposed
to be on. Neighbor‟s vote is another parameter that it is used
to evaluate nodes‟ trust. One more parameter is used for nodes
trust which is message drop rate which could be computed by
the sink node.
A fuzzy logic controller is used to handle nodes trust. The
trust will be computed for all of the nodes during the setup
phase with rough estimate; however, in the following rounds,
the trust becomes more realistic due to the actual operation of
the nodes. The input membership functions are based on three
linguistic variables as shown in Fig. 1(a), (b), and (c).
Linguistic variables are assumed to be low, medium, and high.
The output membership function with two linguistic variables,
trusted and not trusted, is presented in Fig. 2.

V. DATA PROVENANCE SOLUTION APPROACH
In this section, we show how data provenance problem in
WSN could be solved. The solution considers limited node
resources in terms of energy, memory, and communication
range. In addition, we propose a trust model based on fuzzy
logic considering the previously mentioned parameters: nodes
availability, nodes neighbors‟ opinion, and node‟s drop rate.
The data provenance problem in WSNs is transferred into
an optimization problem where instead of keeping all nodes
busy with data provenance, some of these nodes will be
selected as data provenance nodes (DP). For a node to be a DP
node, it has to satisfy the following conditions:

(a)

1) Closed to a source node s  Ss
2) Each Source s  Ss is covered by at least one
provenance node.
3) Has enough energy to handle the data provenance
requirements.
4) Has enough memory to handle the data provenance
requirements.
5) Trusted node in terms of availability, neighbors‟ votes,
and Message Drop Rate (MDR).
6) The DP nodes have to be connected to each other.

(b)

These conditions show that finding DPs in this case is a
hard problem where optimal solutions might not be able to
find nodes using these constraints. Therefore, greedy
algorithms could be the best solution. In the following
subsections, our proposal for node trust and the proposed node
selection solutions are described.
A. Fuzzy based Trust Model
Looking at the nodes properties and their role in WSNs,
there are some parameters that can be used to trust a node. For
instance, non-availability, neighbors voting, and message drop
rate. These parameters do not have to be captured during the

(c)
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Fuzzy Input Linguistics, (a) Availability ,(b) Neighbors Votes , (c)
Messge Drop Rate.
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5.
6.

icounter ++;
if (icounter < I) go to step 3

Phase 2 - Share:
1. xcounter++
2. Agents share their best solutions to each other
3. Agents evaluate their current solutions
4. Agents remove solutions with minimum performance
5. if (xcounter < E) go to Pair step 3

Fig. 2. Fuzzy Output Lingusitcs.

B. Think-and-Share Optimization (TaSO) Algorithm
In the following, we now present the algorithm as a
modular solution for data provenance. The algorithm is
presented in terms of the required inputs, outputs and
processing steps along with the description of the algorithm
and its underlying steps. TaSO algorithm consists of four
different phases which are Think, Pair, Share, and Evaluate as
detailed below.
Phase 1. Think Phase: represents the initial phase in
which the system generates initial solutions for the problems
under consideration.
Phase 2. Pair Phase: focuses on generating some agents
and solutions (from Phase 1) are assigned/distributed to the
individual agents. Each of the generated agents aims to find
the optimal solution from the set of solutions that have been
assigned to it. The agents can work iteratively until the most
optimal solution is found.
Phase 3. Share Phase: represents a phase where the
agents share the optimal solutions with each others to proceed
for building the final solution. During the share phase, the
algorithm may jump back to the Paring Phase (Phase 2) for
some rounds.
Phase 4. Evaluation Phase: is the terminal phase that
aims to evaluate the best possible solution. From a technical
perspective, the most optimal solution(s) is passed to the
Think phase (Phase 1) to assess, evaluate, and select the
optimal solution that have been shared by the agents.
The TaSO could be summarized in steps as follows:

Phase 3 - Evalution:
1. Agents return their best solutions to the thinker
2. The thinker evaluates the returned solutions and selects
the best solution(s) as final solution to the problem.
3. Terminate
Given a set of nodes, some of them are source nodes,
deployed in a specified area. Regarding to our problem, some
random solutions are initially generated; at the same time, a
set of agents are generated to work on the solutions. Agents
try to find the best solutions and pass them to the main agent.
Solutions are evaluated based on the following criteria:
 Closeness the sink node in terms of number of hops. To
simplify the computation, we assume that the max
number of hop is equal to (n-1) where n is the number
of nodes in the network, considering the network is a
linear network.
 Percentage of covered source nodes out of the total
number of source nodes.
 For energy, the node has to have more than 50% of the
max energy.
 For memory, the node has to have enough memory for
at least half of the nodes IDs.
 The node is trusted as output of the fuzzy logic
controller.
 Connectivity percentage is measured by the percentage
of the selected nodes out of the total number of selected
provenance nodes.

TaSO Algorithm:

VI. EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Input
problem description,
number of internal Iterations (I),
number of external Iterations (E),
[required performance],
icounter = 0, xcounter=0 , n, m
Phase 1 - Think: the thinker generates n random solutions,
S1 S1, S2, ….., Sn.
Pair:
1. Generate m agents A1,……, Am
2. Divide the n solutions on the m agents
3. Evaluate the solutions
4. Generate new solutions based on the old ones

In this section, we will test the think and share algorithm
compared to Brute Force algorithm for solving the data
provenance in WSNs [35]. Comparison criteria involve
running time, coverage to the source node, closeness to the
sink node, and connectivity percentage. The simulation is built
using java program running in Intel Core i7 with 8GB RAM.
The deployment area is assumed to be a square of 2000 m X
2000 m. 100 nodes are initially deployed in this area with 100
m communication range. 20 nodes are considered source
nodes and they are randomly distributed in the deployment
area. The number of internal and external iterations of TaSO
are 100 and 10, respectively. Agents may use crossover and
mutation techniques to find alternatives to the solution they
have. The used mutation is 25% of the solution length and the
crossover technique is to cross 50% of the solution. The
following are the test cases for the TaSO algorithm.
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running time (s)

Running Time Experiment

Closeness to the sink node

1000
800
600
400
200
0

90
100
PaSO

Brute force

Algorithms
PaSO

Fig. 3. Running Time Comparison.

Fig. 5. Closeness to the Sink Node.

A. Running Time Comparison
In this test case, a set of 10 experiments are averages to
compare the running time of the TaSO with the Brute force
algorithm. As can be seen in Fig. 3, although the number of
iterations is 1000 iterations, the difference in time between
TaSO and the Brute force trying every combination is very
large. In addition, 100 nodes in WSNs are considered as a
small network; therefore, it is expected that Brute force
running time for large scale network to be huge.
B. Coverage to the Source Node
In this subsection, the coverage percentage of the source
nodes from the selected provenance node is examined. As can
be seen in Fig. 4, TaSO is covering only 70% of the source
nodes; however, with increasing the number of iterations, this
percentage has been increased to reach 85% which is good
percentage for a greedy algorithm.
C. Closeness to the Sink Node
Here, 10 experiments are averaged showing the average
distance of all of the selected provenance nodes to the sink
node. The sink node in this case is located at point (0, 0)
which is the left top corner of the deployment area. As shown
in Fig. 5, compared to the Brute force algorithm, TaSO still
satisfying almost 90% of what Brute force algorithm is
gaining.

Fig. 4. Source Node Coverage Percentage.

Brute force

Connectivity Percentage
93
100

PaSO

Brute force

Fig. 6. Connectivity Percentage.

D. Connectivity Percentage
The connectivity percentage, in this context, means the
degree of connectivity between the selected provenance nodes
out of 100%. This percentage will have a great impact on the
connectivity of the overall network. The average of the
connectivity percentage, as shown in Fig. 6, of TaSO turns to
be 93% with a drop of 7% of the elected nodes with 2200
iterations.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
We now conclude the paper with a discussion of the
potential threats to the validity of research and possible
dimensions of the futuristic research. In this paper, we present
a bio-inspired technique and it‟s under think and share
optimization algorithm for big data provenance in the context
of WSNs. In addition, major applications of data provenance
are stated. One of the important examples of big data
provenance with many restrictions on the used devices such as
memory, storage, and processing capabilities is WSNs.
Therefore, this paper focused on the problem of selecting the
best nodes to serve as data provenance. Different parameters
are considered during the selection process including the
connectivity of the selected nodes, within the range of a
source node, nodes memory, nodes energy, and trust. The
paper proposed a novel algorithm (TaSO) for the nodes‟
selection process that inspired from human collaboration in
education. Moreover, we proposed a technique to solve the
node‟s trust using fuzzy logic with three membership
functions which are availability, neighbors‟ votes, and
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message drop rate. The initial results show that the algorithm
is efficient in terms of connectivity, closeness to the sink node,
coverage, and running time.

[2]

7) Potential threats to the validity: Validity threats refer
to cases or scenarios in terms of assumptions or constraints
that represent some limitations for the proposed solutions. For
example, in the proposed solution, limited number of trials for
experimental results and validations can be considered as a
potential threat. This means that based on more trials with
divers case studies and inputs different results may be
obtained. If such threats are not highlighted and addressed (as
part of extension of future work), they can pose some
limitations to proposed solution(s). We have identified
following two types of threats:
a) Threat I–Availability of Diverse Data Set for
Evaluation: In the proposed solution, we have performed
experimental analysis based on comparatively limited amount
of available data. Our proposed Futuristic research is also
focused on incorporating more data for further validations of
the solution. The primary challenge is the acquisition of more
data from different systems to measure the quality attributes
such as scalability and performance of the systems when new
data is provided.
b) Threat II–Data Provenance in an Industrial Context:
The second threat is about the applicability and customization
of the solution in the context of industry scale data
provenance. With an emergence of the Internet of Things
(IoTs) and their role in industrial IoTs, can be a significant
challenge for data management and provenance. The primary
challenge is about the customization and scalability of the
proposed solution at industry scale. The proposed algorithm
will require appropriate parameterization (for customization)
and user intervention (human decision support) for the to
develop a solution that can address data provenance issues in
larger and practical systems.
8) Dimensions of futuristic research: As part of the future
research, we aim to extend the proposed bio-inspired
algorithm with applied machine learning approach. The
incorporation of machine learning and intelligence can
optimize the algorithm (as part of autonomic computing) for
efficient data provenance in networked and cyber-physical
systems. We are currently in process for analyzing the existing
challenges and solution for machine learning in the context of
big data provenance. The ultimate solution can be built as an
extension to the previous solution with specific focus on
provenance intelligence in large, data-intensive systems.

[3]

[4]

[5]
[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]
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